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On what must have been the hottest day this summer Peter, Glory and I set about
putting up a gazebo on our assigned plot. Being show novices we had no idea what to
expect and were disconcerted to find we had thick long grass on our square whereas
others were neatly mown! A kind neighbour solved the problem by lending us his
mower! Saturday morning we assembled at a horribly early hour to put up screens and
pictures by 9.00. All went smoothly, we parked our cars (miles away in the exhibitors'
park) and we were ready for the public. We were situated not far from the craft tent and
had a steady stream of visitors all day. The 24 pictures we exhibited were all different
styles and media and attracted a lot of interest and admiration. As I've often found when
stewarding exhibitions the most interested are those who paint a bit themselves and I
think we have probably gained several new members. Also we handed out fliers about
the Summer Exhibition and many people said they would come. Although we didn't sell
any pictures I think we gained a lot of publicity and it would certainly be worth doing
again another year, but we’ll need to practice our “Eek! Here comes the rain!”
procedures ... it is surprising however, how quickly you can get 24 pictures stowed away
in a hurry when you have to!

TAS TIMES

Lindsay
Bargain Arts (Advert)
TOPSHAM AND BUDLEIGH SALTERTON AND ALSO IN OTTERY NEWS AND CARDS ,
OTTERY ST MARY
ARTISTS MATERIALS AT GREAT PRICES
WE STOCK WINSOR AND NEWTON, DALER ROWNEY, UNISON PASTELS, DERWENT,
GOLDEN ACRYLICS, FABER CASTELL AND MANY OTHER QUALITY BRANDS.
FANTASTIC STOCKS, GREAT DISCOUNTS.

Old Blundells - Tiverton
by David Smith

TOPSHAM OPEN MONDAY –SATURDAY
BUDLEIGH SALTERTON OPEN TUESDAY-SATURDAY
OTTERY OPEN SEVEN DAYS PER WEEK

Art Quotes

BRING IN THIS ADVERT AND RECEIVE 2 FREE ￡1 BRUSHES FROM OUR BARGAIN
BOX WITH ANY PURCHASE OVER ￡10... (UPTO 1ST OCTOBER 2012)
01392-758511
Contact Details
Peter Radford (Chairman) Tel: 01884 257693, email: pzg@pgrg.co.uk
Lindsay Wall (Secretary) Tel: 01398 361310, email: david-wall@lineone.net
Sarah Mohun (Membership Secretary) Tel: 01884 820999, email: sarah.mohun@gmail.com
Stuart Fowle (Editor Newsletter and Web site) email: info@tivertonartsociety.co.uk

'A dynamic composition encourages the eye to explore. Dynamic compositions are
almost always asymmetrical. They can suggest activity, excitement, fun, movement,
flow, aggression, and conflict. Less successful examples can be jarring or
disorienting'.
Matthew Frederick - 101 Things I learned at Architect School
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Chairmans Letter
Dear TAS members
With the dust settling from the Summer Exhibition I’m pleased to report that it was very
well received with (so far) no negative comments, which is gratifying. Attendance was
down a little on the Spring, but sales were higher than in the last two exhibitions. We
received quite a few positive comments relating to the Tiverton High School link we’re
establishing, including praise from Alan Cotton in his opening remarks at the Preview. I
hope many of you had the chance to cast a glance over the pupils’ work and were
encouraged by the standard set by young artists that are growing up in this area. I should
also mention an ex-student of the High School, Toby, whose three striking close-ups of
children’s faces provided a focus, and a good deal of thought, within the hall.
Congratulations to all who won Awards this time, and thanks you to everyone who
submitted all the works that went to make up such a good display.
On a sad note, I am sorry to report that Daphne Pike died on 22nd July, at Court House in
Cullompton.
Peter Radford-Gourlay – Chairman TAS.

Sketching Days
Tuesday 17th April saw a group of artists and Gardeners from Taunton and Tiverton
meet up at Hestercombe Gardens where we enjoyed a coffee and chat before venturing
to the outdoors to admire the rhododendrons early azaleas, the beautiful lake,
waterfall and various follies in one of which which we took shelter from the wind to
sketch.
The week of May 12th to the 19th was the TAS Sketching holiday where we returned to
Kelynack, Lands End by popular request. We experienced mainly good light and
shadows but had to wrap up against the chill wind. When weary of sketching we
punctuated the days with coffee and cake and leisurely picnic lunches enjoying each
others company and the amazing landscapes and seascapes.
The weather since has been against us more recently though dear Heather braved
Exmouth on her own as in Taunton it was so windy and wet I did not think anyone would
go.
Many thanks to all those members who donned water proofs and braved the Summer of
2012 to sketch.
Sheila

Serving Sizes
Digital Art

Kelynack Sketching Holiday (members review)
Many thanks to Sheila for once again organising an excellent and thoroughly enjoyable
week away, sketching on the western coastline of Cornwall. The weather was very
English, oscillating from the need for a few extra blankets to the embarrassment of
getting sunburnt, gale force winds and coastal drizzle. Undeterred, a wide variety of
sketches were produced reflecting different interests, approaches and medium. The
flowers were wonderful, the walking bracing and the bird life entertained us all ranging
from turtle doves and choughs to kites and peregrine falcon. Standing stones and
boulders provided a dramatic focus for a number paintings.
The final evening social was spent alongside the camera crew filming the arrival of
Olympic Torch at Lands End and departure for Penzance the next day, so we left in style.
Hopefully the week will inspire some masterpieces to be shown at the AGM alongside
those from the sketching days.
Claire

Increasingly, we are being asked about the Society’s attitude to Digital Art, and the
committee recognises that this is a topic we must address. It has been simple up to
now to say that we do not allow photographs to be hung in our exhibitions, and I would
expect this ruling to continue. However, technology in many forms is being used to
create works of art so we need to decide whether we embrace this new media or not. It
is such an important point that I don’t think it right that the committee have the final say
in the matter without letting the other members of the society express their views. There
are a number of different approaches we can take, for example:
Perhaps we should continue as we are, and ban all digital art forms from our
exhibitions; or should we have a separate section of the exhibitions devoted to digital
art: if so, do we offer a separate set of awards? Or do we just incorporate it into the
main exhibitions with no special distinction? Possibly the most difficult question is – how
do we define digital art, or, when is a photograph not a photograph but a work of art?
I do hope that as many members as possible will contribute to this debate – all
comments would be gratefully received. You can email me directly, speak to any
member of the committee, or jot your thoughts on a slip of paper and pass it over to us
at a meeting or painting group. The intention is to have a proposal ready to be put to the
AGM in November, but we really need your help on this subject.
Peter Radford-Gourlay.
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